


Whirled_z 2 channel video loop, 7:05 min, generated with the help of AI, 
soundtrack by Fondamentalism

2022



Whirled_z 2 channel video loop, 7:05 min, generated with the help of AI, 
soundtrack by Fondamentalism

2022



Artificial Eddy 2 
 
Mnemonic 082-086

drilling apparatus, magnetic stirrer, glass vessel, water, 80 x 25 
x 25 cm 
plexiglass, laser engraving, 23 x 16 cm
Installation view of Loopzring at The Lighthouse Zurich

2022



Oracle Structure 02 steel, rust, fog machine, water, 130 x 29 x 29 cm  
installation view at Kritamon Oracle, Samos, GR

2022



Core 05
Flow 01

rammed earth, lava lamp, steel, cable, 88 x 30 x 30 cm 
video algorithm, programmed by Matthias Ihmig

2021



Core 01 rammed earth, led light, steel, cable, 42 x 20 x 20 cm 2021



Melt 01 transparent led panel, video loop, 58 min, 100 x 50 x 7 cm 2021



reality is a fake 015
reality is a fake 019

pigment print, polyurethane, sand, pigments, fluorescent 
plexiglass, polyurethane artist frame, 26,5 x 35,5 x 2,5 cm

2021



T2051MCC Set Design for The 2051 Munich Climate Conference, 
Bellevue di Monaco

2021



no-good 2020 CE battery fake chinese cabbage, mosquito killer lamp, sand, epoxy 
resin, wire, 10,5 x 20 x 28 cm

2020



user-defined landscape installation view at Nir Altman, Munich 2020



Fluidity Device 03 hologram video loop, 2:15 min, hologram led fan, ø 56 cm 2020



Loop Dripper (AY 2020) plastic tank, water, colorant, pipes, pump, programming, led 
spot light, cables, ca. 80 x 33 x 33 cm

2020



Chemical / Mineral Evidence 4
Chemical / Mineral Evidence 5

sand, epoxy resin, styrofoam, acryl, pigments, ca. 45 x 35 x 18 
cm

2020

Artificial Eddy 2 magnetic stirrer, vase, water, cardboard, spray paint, 
pigments, 45 x 40 x 34 cm

2020



Polar Vortex 2-channel video, 3840x1080p, loop, 7:09 min, no sound 2020



Chemical / Mineral Evidence 2 sand, epoxy resin, styrofoam, pigments, acryl, plastic foile, 
steel, 97 x 45 x 27 cm 

2020 Chemical / Mineral Evidence 3 sand, epoxy resin, styrofoam, pigments, acryl, plastic foile, 
steel, 87 x 40  x 27 cm 

2020



upstream (t) no. 60 polyester resin, pigments, glass fibre, ytong, phosphorescent 
pigments, 65 x 21 x 21,5 cm

2018



China Export Battery (led 
universal serial bus)

kumquat, led light usb stick 2019



The shallow water is blended with a special dimorphic pigment which is invisible in daylight, but fluorescently 
glowing in ultra-violet light. A random-switch operates the uv lights on the ceiling in a random rhythm and 
a pump and three hoses create a constant flow of water and dripping sounds. 

disruptive scenario water, dimorphic fluorescent pigment, , polyurethane foam, 
sealing, uv lights, arduino random controller, water pump, 
hose pipes

2019



Installations are biospheres
All is alive
?Natural / Artificial
The material is agent
The artist is a medium
Travelling through the dimensions
Serendipity
Alchemy
Immersion
Intuition
One space is blown through another
!Wildlife
Create something unknown and liminal
?Informed / Naive 
?Supremacy of mankind
Experience
Language cannot reach
Nonlinear
Epic
Cosmic
Hyper vision
Time becomes space
All is in constant flux



Fluidity Device 01 hologram video loop, 04:45 min, no sound, led hologram fan, 
Ø 56 cm

2018



monolith compound 2 ytong, polyester resin, artificial fur, pigments, glass fibre, 92 x 34 x 
27,5 cm 

2018



NO SUCH THINGS GROW 
HERE

Public Art Project by Susi Gelb, Munich
Odeonsplatz Munich: living palmtree, excavated material, ca. 
1000x500x300 cm
Lenbachplatz Munich: banana plants, concrete stones, earth, 
billboard, concrete sculpture, mixed media

2017



NO SUCH THINGS GROW 
HERE

Public Art Project by Susi Gelb, Munich
Max-Joseph-Platz Munich: 600x350 cm LED wall on wooden 
construction, full hd video, 11:55 min, loop, sound, tropical 
plants, bronze sculptures, fake rocks, concrete sunbeds with 
thermochromic tiles and phosphorescent silicone 

2017



NO SUCH THINGS GROW 
HERE

Public Art Project by Susi Gelb, Munich
Max-Joseph-Platz Munich: 600x350 cm LED wall on wooden 
construction, full hd video, 11:55 min, loop, sound, tropical 
plants, bronze sculptures, fake rocks, concrete sunbeds with 
thermochromic tiles and phosphorescent silicone 

2017

In the middle of the vast and otherwise barren square in front of the 
Munich Opera House grows a tropical installation with an oversized 
LED screen, sunbathing platforms, bronze sculptures and exotic plants. 
Susi Gelb creates a living setting which has, to a certain extent, an 
independent existence: Smart materials change their properties of 
their own accord and adapt to the changing surrounding conditions. 
Thermochromic tiles change their colour spectrum echoing the heat of 
visitors and the sun. This visual response is created from a liquid-crystal 
layer embedded between the tiles’ layers of glazing.                     
more information on growhere.de



The film is the core of the public art project. Played as a loop on the 
LED screen, the film carries us off to Susi Gelb’s world of research. The 
led wall acts like a window, a means of hyper vision and time becomes 
space: The consistency of materials shown in the moving images as well 
as the perception of time seem to be slightly unreal, startling. An eagle-
cam confronts us with the animal‘s point of view; underwater footage, 
strange close-ups or high-speed material that is extremely slowed down 
increase the unsettling but immersive appeal of the video work. It‘s a 
flow that tags you along. The atmospherical soundtrack was synthesized 
and elaborately produced by the Greek musicians NOUVELLE and 
FondaMentalism with analog and digital sources, creating an additional 
experience of constant flow.
Panta rhei ~ all things are in flux in this time-based medium ~ a 
shimmering drop of water on the head of an eagle that lifts off and 
flies through a jungle to a stream ~ gurgling water in slow motion ~ the 

oscillating, perpetually changing colours and patterns of the Belousov-
Zhabotinsky reaction ~ a snake swimming in clear turquoise water ~ 
crystallization processes ~ a lizard runs across a keyboard ~ reaction 
diffusion ~ patterns on the reptile skin.
This is where we become explorers on a visual expedition. Flowing, 
mysterious and seductive, an albino snake takes us to scenes that are 
ominous and almost unreal. It is an inspiring exploration of the nature 
and the animal world, in which metaphysical processes from alchemy 
and science are shrouded in a pulsing strangeness.

NO SUCH THINGS GROW 
HERE

full hd video, 50fps, 11:55 min, loop
soundtrack by FondaMentalism and Nouvelle

2017



user-defined landscape #08 fluorescent plexiglass, laser engraving, 59,5x44,5x0,3 cm 2018



Capri-Battery EU-standard 
(update for Joseph Beuys)

lemon, two-pin earthed plug, litz wires, screwed tube, shrink 
hose, lamp socket, 15 Watt yellow energy-saving bulb made 
in Germany, 11x8x20 cm, edition of 200 

 2009 Capri-Battery Asian standard 
(update for Joseph Beuys)

lemon, plug, cables, lamp socket, 110 Watts energy saving 
bulb made in South Corea, 26x11x35 cm, edition of 200

 2010



soft water crystallisator liquid crystal display, 125 x 72 x 26 cm, glass plate, 2 
transparent polyester resin casts, full hd video 23:22 min, 
loop, no sound

 2015



prime material(v) No. 14 bronze cast, 16x16x22 cm  2015





unlimited laboratory 2 mirrored and synchronized video projections, light wall, shelf system, 
terrarium, snakes, plants, fluora grow lights, pipes, liquid crystal display, 
magnetic levitation unit, several resin, lead and bronze casts, 3d prints,  
sculptures

 2015



diamond reef hd video, 19:42 min, loop, no sound  2015

In the background a google earth underwater exploration of the area around Diamond Reef drags us 
through digitally rendered rock formations and water patterns. In the foreground you see the time lapse 
capture of the constant freezing and unfreezing of a pineapple. 



unlimited laboratory part 04 
(terraforming entity)  / (data safe)

terrarium, 29°C, 79% air humidity, plants, water
3 Amazon tree boas (0,0,3 corallus hortulanus)
polyester resin, SD card

 2015



full size original ∞ loading
 

2 life-size projections on thin backprojection textiles, full hd 
video, 10:28 min, loop, record player at 12 rpm,  record „Zeit“ by 
Tangerine Dream, blue carpet, semidark window film

2015

In January 2015 NASA published the largest-
ever digital image at that time. It had 1.5 billion 
pixels and depicted the Andromeda Galaxy. 
You could lose yourself in this picture of the 
Galaxy, you zoom and zoom and ever new 
sharp details appear. Susi Gelb‘s video work 
„full size orginal - loading“ consists of two 
layers. In the background you see the the digital 
zooming into this vast image of the Galaxy. You 
can see the cursor hand conducting this visual 
expedition in a seductingly slow pace. Deep 
inside the image the depiction of the universe 
transforms into patterns, colorful organic 
shapes. 

The foreground is like a virtual playground. 
Select your character! The avatar-like figure of 
the artist is constantly loading. She appears and 
disappears. Susi Gelb‘s physique is circulated 
by an albino python which is exploring this 
artificial setting. Despite the high resolution 
much remains undefined. The content is in the 
process of loading. How big it really is and if it 
can ever be completely loaded remains unclear. 
Thus the virtual representatives of the artist 
and the snake are pending in the continuum. 
The slowly morphing and unfolding figures 
coagulate time to space. The video work is a 
loop, no beginning or end can be noticed.      

∞



renaissance enquiry skin of albino tiger python (8th casting of the skin, 2015), 350 cm 2015



monolith compound 4-6 polyester resin, ytong, pigment, glass fibre, various materials, 
dimensions variable

2018

monolith compound 3 polyester resin, ytong, pigment, glass fibre, hair, plastic eye, 
spray paint, 99x33x30 cm

2018





System Serendipity #0512/ monotype on paper, 29,7x21 cm
System Serendipity #0513/ monotype on paper, 29,7x21 cm

2015 
2014



heavy-duty props super-elastic polyurethane foam casts, each 800 cm 2012

The elastic foam pillars are attached to the ceiling of the space and stretch to the floor. 



black square 2012 polycrystalline solar panel, 35 Watts, 54x54 cm 
concrete cast, wall paper and plants

 2012

Kazimir Malewitsch‘ black square exists in 4 versions. I deeply admire the concept and the aura of this art 
work. Black Square, 1930 measures 53,5×53,4 cm. The solar panel which has the same dimensions is a 
found object, thus it is a ready-made but at the same time conceptual appropriation art which connects 
our strange age of high energy demands to the timeless idea of the veritable essence of an art work.  



xtal momentum highspeed video, 05:30 min, loop, no sound
produced at laboratory ABAL Brussels

 2014



night yellow light box with 4 casts 
splendor and velocity A, B, C, D: crystals and compasses shot in polymer 
paraffin, each 30x15x15cm
xtal momentum: highspeed video, 05:30 min, loop, no sound

 2014

Polymer paraffin casts are usually used in ballistic laboratories because of their similarity to human flesh. 
The labo ABAL in Brussels gave Susi Gelb the possibility to research on unusual missiles: crystals and a 
pair of compasses were shot into these casts. 



this is what a chameleon looks like - 
infinity No.02

hd video, 21:09 min, loop, no sound  2013



Enzyklopädie von S bis G Splendor and Fiction (H): concrete, polyester resin, 45x45x55cm
Splenor and Fiction (I): concrete, polyester resin, 29,5x28,5x109 
cm
Splendor and Fiction (G): concrete, polyester resin,  37x38x38cm

 2013

Holes were excavated from the earth and then 
filled with fresh concrete. After solidifying the very 
heavy concrete  groundworks were exhumed and 
encast in resin. 



upstream (t) No. 17 (cryptonite)  3d print, pigment, polyester resin, 20x19x30 cm  2014



this is what a chameleon 
looks like

Splendor and Fiction (M): stone, wax, 43,5x23x77 cm
this is what a chameleon looks like No. 01: hd video, 11:37min, 
loop, projection, no sound
Systematisation: print on plastic film, 110x170cm

 2013



this is what a chameleon looks like - infinity 
No.01

hd video, 11:37 min, loop, no sound  2013



payback XS 12 cars parked upside-down 
installation on the main city parking lot in the city of Mainburg (Germany)

 2010



System Immersion #01 DV video, 07:07 min, loop, no sound  2010



INTERVIEW by Madeleine Freund

MADELEINE FREUND: Dear Susi, congratulations 
on your exhibition. To get started, what can you tell 
us about it?
SUSI GELB: I generally work in complex processes, 
and so for this exhibition I created an atmospheric lab 
situation which corresponds to my current research 
projects. I always find it difficult to remove a single, 
singular object from my oevre. What I’m interested 
in are situations, atmosphere and space, rather than 
“drop sculptures”. I want a process to become visible 
and I want different processes to be triggered for 
the viewer, too, different levels of understanding – 
perhaps something liminal as well. 
In the broadest sense, you could characterize my 
working method as alchemical: Throughout the 
last year, I did many casts and experimented with 
combinations of materials. From this emerged a kind 
of lab situation … and the galvanized steel panels on 
the walls, which border the space, give off a sense 
of sterility and in this way a whole spatial situation 
is created. I really love how the panels create such 
diffuse reflections, which break up the room’s hard 
edges. Their materiality creates a kind of charge. 
Walter Benjamin defines aura as a feeling of distance 
in spite of closeness.

The objects on the table also have a mysterious 
effect on the viewer.
Yes, on the long table are laboratory instruments, 
primary products and end products, various lead and 
liquid resin casts and found objects such as two lube 
pads from the hardware store as well as a magnetizer/
demagnetizer. The arrangement recalls a display 
case in a science museum, just without the glass top. 
Further back in the room an apparatus is hanging 
from the ceiling carrying out its own movement 
in a loop. It is constantly flipping its flaps and it has 
an independent existence. Due to randomized 
programming, the machine constantly receives new 
numbers and so flutters in changing rhythms, but 
always onward, without cease. The sounds of this 
machine, the continual flapping, is bewitching and 

distressing at the same time and somehow it also 
has something of a crazy measuring instrument that 
controls time regimes.

The machine recalls old train-station split-flap 
information displays, with all the flaps that would 
turn over… 
Yes, it’s a subway display from the 1970s. Just like 
some people have a clock hanging in their office, I 
have this machine that you can’t directly read, but 
rather sense a tune. The flaps on the front are mirror 
coated and the surrounding space is being constantly 
reflected. The flaps on the back of the apparatus show 
an animation. I drew cloud formations directly on the 
forty flaps. The machine’s constant flipping through 
the loop of forty individual frames creates moving 
pictures, which show wafts of mist floating by, without 
beginning or end.

The animation is only visible when one looks behind 
the machine. Why this?
For me the exhibition space is a multi-perspective 
test area and I want the visitors to move in it. 
Therefore many details are not noticeable at first. 
On the galvanized metal panel behind the display 
there is a mirror triangle that reflects a part of the 
animation in a diffuse way. Many visitors first believe 
that the reflection of the shadow passing by is made 
by a projector. It is only on second glance that you 
realize that the animation is really being played in 
the machine, like an analogue projection. In this way, 
many different levels emerge. The mirror triangle 
seems to be floating in front of the galvanized panels, 
but what is reflected seems to lie far in the back. This 
creates an almost virtual level, although it is created in 
a very analogue manner.

Was this kind of drawing, animation, interesting to 
you earlier in your artistic life? 
Yes, actually very early on in my studies. I was incredibly 
excited about the fact that you can create movement 
and rhythm through very simple drawings. From out 
of this fascination came many animated cartoons and 
flipbooks and I always thought about how you can 
present them best. That’s when I first thought of the 

UNSPACED MEASURES 

I actually realized some time ago that it’s not really 
about singular products. And yellow (Gelb) is an 
overarching term that doesn’t have that much to do 
with the colour. For some years now my works have not 
been yellow, but it has become an abstract concept. 
Once I noted, “Yellow is a substitute for something I 
don’t know yet”. For me it stands for energy, virtuality, 
ideas – and for experimentation as such. It’s about 
charging the material, about aura, about searching. 
There is also an aspect of speed and vulnerability. 
This ambivalence and alchemical connection (yellow 
= not-gold) are what interest me. But my works don’t 
always need yellow pigments for that. 

The machine symbolizes your creative process, the 
sound of the flipping flaps your thought process…
I think in terms of networks, in an associative, barely 
causal or linear way. I live in Luhmann’s card index 
(laughs). I live in a cloud of non-hierarchical thoughts 
and ideas. Sometimes ideas and connections even 
come randomly. And that’s what the machine stands 
for, too. It also stands for a certain drivenness that 
keeps an artist working and sometimes tortures her.

What’s next for you?
I’m going to continue working in my alchemical 
laboratory, of course. I’m also focussing on my own 
archival system. And then I’ll be going abroad: 
Brussels, England, the USA...

Thank you very much. Do you have any closing 
comments?
An important word for me as of late is “serendipity”. 
It means that in the best experiments one can only 
say in retrospect what one should have searched for. 
The good thing about an experiment, after all, is that 
at the beginning you don’t nail down what the result 
should be, but instead allow yourself to be surprised 
and perhaps discover something completely different 
than what you originally sought. 

flap-flipping machine, it is like a flipbook machine.

The title of your work, unspaced measures, refers 
to the materiality and reflection of the spatial 
installation?
The title refers to the whole and to the parts equally. 
I was looking for an overarching and mysterious title. 
“Unspaced” is an unusual word, which actually doesn’t 
exist and whose meaning is not quite graspable. For 
me art is always a horizon to be searched, so multi-
layered and not fully penetrable by language and 
rationality; the title also reflects that. The machine flips 
through the forty panels without ever stopping but 
it always changes its rhythm. Chance is an important 
element in my work, as are rhythm and loops, 
especially in my video work. 

Let’s go back to the table. You create the 
atmosphere of a workshop with it. But it is also a 
collection of tools and older works, like a collection 
and presentation of your artistic past. Does the 
arrangement follow a certain personal system?
Everything that is presented was created or found 
in the past year. The arrangement was put together 
intuitively, in a purely associative manner. The 
arrangement brings out a completely new energy 
between the individual objects.

Is there the perfect place?
Exactness is a fake... hm, the bronze enveloped in 
resin and the silver-plated pineapple, they are the 
centre. Both are completely new works. Everything 
else I arranged around them.

A work collage, a collage of your works?
Yes, actually for me it’s also like a catalogue of my 
works. By selecting, spreading out, arranging, and 
taking away, new connections are always created. In 
this arrangement something new developed, which, 
however, also fits with my personal mythology.

The large-sized works in yellow polyester resin they 
are the ones I know you for. This work is completely 
different. How did you decide to go in a different 
direction?

Interview by Madeleine Freund
published on Freund Art 

 2014



Susi Gelb’s multi-dimensional works surpass the intuitive horizon to the point of technological 
limits. Her installations are biotopes. Based on processes in technology, science, alchemy 
and nature, she creates sculptures, film works and immersive landscapes. The materials and 
techniques are diversified and often the works seem to stay mutable or lead a certain life of 
their own. The individual films, sculptures and objects are hybrids of high-tech materials, archaic 
techniques and natural entities. Susi Gelb’s art is also enigmatic, nothing is completely palpable 
or manageable. 


